Abstract-We study Sigma-Delta ( ) quantization of oversampled bandlimited functions. We prove that digitally integrating blocks of bits and then down-sampling, a process known as decimation, can efficiently encode the associated bit-stream. It allows a large reduction in the bit-rate while still permitting good approximation of the underlying bandlimited function via an appropriate reconstruction kernel. Specifically, in the case of stable th order schemes we show that the reconstruction error decays exponentially in the bit-rate. For example, this result applies to the 1-bit, greedy, first-order scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
A NALOG-TO-DIGITAL (A/D) conversion is the process by which signals (viewed as vectors) are represented by bit streams to allow for digital storage, transmission, and processing using modern computers. Typically, A/D conversion is thought of as being composed of sampling and quantization. Sampling consists of collecting inner products of the signal with appropriate vectors. Quantization consists of replacing these inner products with elements from a finite set, known as the quantization alphabet. Often, quantization is followed by some form of encoding or compression, in order to reduce the size or bit-rate of the digital data. A good A/D scheme allows for accurate reconstruction of the original object from its quantized (and compressed) samples. Sigma-Delta ( ) quantization was proposed in the 1960's [1] as a method for digitizing bandlimited functions. In fact, quantization schemes remain in use today, in large part due to their robustness to errors caused by circuit imperfections, but also due to their ability to trade-off quantizer bit-depth and oversampling (cf. [2] ).
In the context of bandlimited functions, oversampling-coupled with an appropriate quantization scheme-enables one to use coarse (even binary) quantization alphabets, such as , and then to reconstruct the function accurately from the resultant bit-stream. In particular, schemes have been devised [3] , [4] whereby the reconstruction error, measured in the norm, decays exponentially fast in the oversampling rate. Specifically, [3] and [4] schemes parametrized by an order , and choose an appropriate scheme (from this family) by optimizing as a function of the oversampling rate. Working with the alphabet , and denoting the oversampling rate by , the best known reconstruction error guarantees (see [4] ) behave like , with . In this context, since the size of the alphabet is fixed, the bit-rate resulting from quantization is proportional to the oversampling rate. Consequently, the reconstruction error of [3] and [4] decays exponentially fast with the bit-rate, albeit with a sub-optimal coefficient in the exponent. 1 In this note, we prove that using any stable th order schemes, with an arbitrary integer (including the 1st order, greedy, scheme defined below) followed by a simple encoding step, we can always reconstruct a bandlimited function from its encoded bit-stream with a reconstruction error that decays exponentially fast in the bit-rate. Moreover, we obtain a near-optimal coefficient in the exponent.
A. Preliminaries
We define the Fourier transform, , of via
The inverse Fourier transform is then given by
In this note we are interested in bandlimited functions with and with Fourier transform vanishing outside the interval . We denote the set of such functions by . The classical sampling theorem yields a method of reconstructing an arbitrary perfectly from its so-called Nyquist rate samples . In particular,
Nevertheless, sampling at this Nyquist rate is rarely done in practice because the reconstruction kernel decays too slowly. This implies that if one were to reconstruct with "noisy" samples (instead of with in (1)) large, possibly unbounded, reconstruction errors could result, even if were bounded. This makes (1) unsuitable for reconstruction from quantized samples. Instead, one may revert to oversampling, i.e., collect the samples for some and then reconstruct via the formula (2) where is a function with , for and for . With these sampling and reconstruction schemes, it can be seen (cf. [2] ) that the reconstruction error induced by small errors in the sample values is small. In the worst case, it is proportional to the error in the samples. On the other hand, in the quantization setting one has control over how the samples are replaced by elements from , so one can do significantly better.
B.
Quantization and Prior Work One-bit, first order, greedy quantization produces bits via 2 the following recursion, with initial condition :
One can see, by induction, that for all . Moreover, using this scheme for quantization and the function in (2) for reconstruction, we have (see [2] ) To generalize the above scheme, let be a positive integer and denote by the "quantization rule". One can then define an th order scheme via the recursion:
where the operation of the difference operator on a sequence is defined by ; (6) is equivalent to
An important issue in the design and analysis of higher order schemes is ensuring that the sequence is uniformly bounded via a proper choice of . Thus, we say that an th order scheme is stable if whenever for some constant that may depend on . Daubechies and DeVore [2] proposed the first family of stable quantization algorithms and used them to obtain error bounds of the form By choosing the optimal , they also derived the improved estimate Güntürk [3] proposed a different family of schemes and used them to obtain the bound with , again by choosing the order as a function of . Deift et al. [4] improved this result by obtaining the coefficient in the exponent. For the case of constant input to the quantization, there has been some work (cf. [5] - [7] ) seeking upper bounds on the number of possible bit-sequences of length . For example [5] showed that asymptotically, for first-order schemes, the number of such sequences is . These sequences can be represented by binary labels of length while still enabling a reconstruction error of . However, no analogous bound is known for bandlimited functions.
In practice, when working with oversampled A/D conversion of bandlimited functions, it is common to incorporate a so-called decimation step (see, e.g., [8] ). This process reduces the bit-rate by mapping blocks of quantized samples (obtained at a high oversampling rate) to elements from a codebook (another finite set). An analysis of such techniques was given by Candy [8] , under the simplifying (albeit generally false) assumption that quantization introduces random "noise" that is uncorrolated with the input. The conclusion of [8] , based on the randomness assumption and numerical experiments, is that decimation can produce dramatic decreases in the bit-rate without compromising the quality of approximation. In this note, we provide a rigorous mathematical analysis of decimation, with the same conclusion.
II. MAIN RESULT
We prove that by digitally integrating blocks of bits produced by one bit, th order, stable schemes-a process known in the engineering community as decimation [8] -we can reduce the number of bits per Nyquist interval from to approximately . We prove that this still allows for an approximation error that decays like , albeit via a different reconstruction kernel than that of (2) . In other words, we show exponential decay of the approximation error as a function of the bit-rate, with a near-optimal exponent.
To make the discussion more concrete, let us start with some definitions. For a sequence , and positive integers , define the th order partial sums where . For a bit-sequence generated from an th order quantization of a bandlimited function, and for an integer , we are interested in the integrated bit sequence , as well as its decimated (subsampled) version
We prove the following theorem in Section III. Here is a constant independent of , and . is a constant that depends on the scheme (i.e., possibly on ).
Remark 1.1: The reconstruction kernel in Theorem 1 recovers the bandlimited function from its integrated samples. That is, defining , .
Remark 1.2:
As grows, we may select a progressively larger , so that approaches 1. Hence the claim about near-optimality. 3 Remark 1.3: Examining the proof of Theorem 1, one should be able to extend the proof to the case of multi-bit quantization. For ease of exposition, we refrain from doing so. Remark 1.4: Suppose we collect noisy samples , with arbitrary noise satisfying . Modifying the proof below, we now incur an additional additive error in the reconstruction, proportional to . The reconstruction error due to quantization still decays near-optimally, albeit the total error may now be dominated by .
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: We begin with (i). Our goal is to bound the error (9) Recalling that , we have where
The remainder of the proof will consist of bounding and showing that there exists a function for which . Along the way we will specify .
To bound , we first define, for an integer , the difference operators , and by their actions and , respectively. One easily checks that and similarly , where . For convenience, we introduce the notation and observe that . Using the state equations (5), (6), and then reindexing we can write (10) (11) (12)
The last inequality is due to (the proof of) Proposition 3.1 in [2] ; the notation stands here for the th derivative of the function . We shall now turn to controlling , and return to the right hand side of (12) 
where . Substituting the bounds on and into (18) and then combining the result with (17) and (16) yields the desired result on . The statement on follows by observing that is the convolution of with itself times. As is in , .
